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 Milan L. Hauner

 AFGHANISTAN BETWEEN THE GREAT POWERS,
 1938-1945

 INTRODUCTION

 The increased interest in Afghanistan, highlighted by the Soviet invasion of that
 country in December 1979, calls for the reassessment of the more recent political
 history of Afghanistan, particularly its relations with the great powers. In this
 connection the period of World War II has often been treated superficially, and
 until today there has been only one book (L. W. Adamec, Afghanistan's Foreign
 Affairs to the Mid- Twentieth Century: Relations with the USSR, Germany, and
 Britain [Tucson, 1974]) which contains adequate coverage of the war years.
 These years ought to be considered as a watershed for the entire region since
 they clearly foreshadowed the events to come, which we are observing today with
 great amazement and alarm.
 Afghanistan has traditionally been referred to as the buffer state par ex-

 cellence. This term has become a well-worn phrase and it would be desirable if,
 for the purposes of this paper, its specific meaning within the given historical
 context could be clarified. The classical notion of Afghanistan as a buffer state
 consisted principally in the maintenance of a shaking balance, which usually
 engaged the entire statecraft of the Afghan government, between the two great
 powers in the region: Britain and Russia. This fragile pattern had already
 emerged during the nineteenth century and survived World War I-albeit with
 some important modifications. From 1919, when Afghanistan acquired formal
 sovereignty in her external relations, the maintenance of this balance became
 more complicated. Although the geopolitical setup for Britain and Russia vis-a-
 vis Afghanistan remained in principle the same, each of the two great powers
 acquired an additional dimension:

 1. In addition to being a world power with direct bearing on the region by
 virtue of its Indian possession, Britain was gradually changing into a caretaker
 power trying first to delay, then to accommodate the forces of Indian nationalism
 and communalism. The Afghans rightly feared that the constitutional progress in
 India might lead to the establishment of a Hindu-dominated self-government
 ruling over a large Muslim population which would be mislabeled a "minority."
 But on the whole it could be said that the Afghan government of the 1930s
 dominated by the Yahya Khel family, though deeply suspicious as ever, found
 the British to be tolerable neighbors, in spite of the unfortunate incidents of the
 nineteenth century. Since the British already possessed so much of the earth's
 surface, it was unlikely that the barren hills of Afghanistan would attract them
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 once more. British methods of fighting the tribes on the North-West Frontier
 (NWF) were deplorable but the Afghans reasoned that "the devil you know is
 better than the devil you don't know."'

 2. Russia had acquired an additional function of incalculable consequences:
 the Communist ideology. That this was bound to ultimately antagonize Muslim
 states was not immmediately realized while the colonial system persisted. During
 its early postrevolutionary years Soviet Russia thus represented a serious
 challenge as the chief instigator of anticolonial revolutions in Asia. Afghanistan
 under Amanullah's rule was seen as the stepping-stone for the infiltration of
 British India-the epitome of colonialism. Had this "subversion" succeeded,
 Western colonialism could have been decisively shaken and its defeat made
 irreversible. The early attempt in 1920 to use Afghanistan with Amanullah's
 connivance as a channel for subverting India failed, however, and Russia seemed
 to have returned to its one-dimensional function as a status quo power in the
 region. But for how long? We know that the Soviets intervened militarily,
 although on a small scale, in the early part of 1929, with the aim of restoring the
 deposed King Amanullah.2 Moreover, we still lack primary evidence about the
 real Russian intentions vis-a-vis Afghanistan during 1938-1940 and have to be
 satisfied with insufficient indexes to speculate about the Soviet threat.3

 3. An important factor which was soon going to play a decisive role, and
 which did not exist before World War I, was the emergence of Germany as the
 third great power in Afghanistan. The steady German infiltration of Afghanistan,
 the patterns of which were so remarkably similar with the later Soviet penetra-
 tion of the 1950s, could be observed throughout the entire interwar period.4 The
 resurgence of Germany under Hitler, with its imposing industrial potential and
 strident militarism, was a particularly attractive factor that the Afghans could
 not afford to ignore. Their delegation was greatly impressed by the mighty
 display of German muscular and organizational superiority during the 1936
 Olympic Games. Compared with this aggressive youthfulness, where did Britain
 stand with its policy of flabby pacifism? Moreover, the latter had made no real
 attempt to rearm itself for the struggle that seemed manifestly to be coming. Its
 policy in India was both weak and uncertain. Its democratic futilities compared
 with the rigorous concentration of German power in the hands of an outstanding
 personality (as Hitler was seen in practically all Islamic countries) seemed to the
 Afghan mind to betray a fundamental weakness if not mere ineptitude. At any
 rate, where was the harm in a closer relationship with this wonderful Germany?
 Apart from the fact that it seemed likely to acquire and maintain a dominant
 place in world politics for a long time to come, it was willing to grant generous
 credits almost free of charge, and with no humiliating conditions that would
 have put Afghanistan in the position of some Indian States. In addition,
 Germany had the advantage of being a comfortably long distance away from
 Afghanistan. Germans, from the Afghan point of view, were good people too.
 They were top experts in their skills, worked very hard, and took living
 conditions in Afghanistan as a matter of course. Despite the fact that some of
 them were Nazis, they showed no sign of the typical arrogance that too often
 characterized British experts, especially those coming from India with the typical
 Anglo-Indian contempt for Oriental races.5
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 Thus by 1938, Germany had succeeded in building up in Afghanistan "a
 subversive infrastructure of conquest."6 The Organisation Todt (OT) was super-
 vising the construction of roads and bridges; Lufthansa established a direct air
 link between Berlin and Kabul; the firms Siemens and Telefunken furnished
 telecommunications fittings; and most importantly, the Afghan army was
 systematically rearmed with German equipment. The British minister at Kabul,
 Sir Kerr Fraser-Tytler, asked himself the unavoidable question of how menacing
 this German influence could become to British interests and security. He
 answered it as follows:

 So long as the world is at peace the assistance rendered by Germany to progress of
 Afghanistan is to our advantage.... But in the event of war in which Great Britain was
 involved the position would be far different. It is probably true that the German
 penetration of this country is aimed primarily at Russia, and that the Germans see in
 Afghanistan the focal point in Central Asia where they might link up with Japan against
 the Soviet Government; but what is true of Russia is also true of India. In any war
 involving Great Britain and Germany, the latter would certainly attempt to make use of
 Afghanistan ... to harass the Frontier ... and to tie up as much as possible of the Army
 and Air Forces in India.7

 To a broad extent the policy of Afghanistan in its relations with the great
 powers during World War II was basically and simply one of extreme prudence
 to keep out of a global conflict which did not concern the Afghans, although
 during the early stages of the war it was marred by moments of strong
 temptation to jump on the bandwagon of the winning Axis powers. We shall
 witness how Afghanistan, this remote and landlocked Central Asian country,
 found itself facing an awkward alliance between Soviet Russia and Nazi Germany
 during the first twenty months of the war, which was suddenly replaced by the
 unexpected alliance of godless Russia with the British Empire, thus obliterating
 overnight Afghanistan's traditional role as a buffer state.

 STAGE ONE: FROM 1938 TO MID-1940

 The dominant factor from 1938 until mid-1940 was unquestionably the revival
 of the Soviet threat to invade Afghanistan and India. Whether the threat was
 real or apparent did not matter very much since the effect was the same: it
 caused alarm and the resumption of secret Anglo-Afghan talks for a Mutual
 Assistance Agreement.8

 The Afghans were deeply disturbed by world developments in the late 1930s,
 first highlighted by the Japanese invasion of China (1932-1933), then by the
 Italian rape of Abyssinia (1935), and later by the hopeless inability of the League
 of Nations to cope with the war crises. They watched the decline of British
 prestige in India and in the Muslim world, where the 1936-1939 civil war
 between Arabs and Jews in Palestine was highly symptomatic. The British
 attitude, that is to say, that of London and Delhi-since the British government
 and the government of India (GOI) were not always of the same opinion-was
 indecisive to say the least. The British hesitated between an overtly hasty
 assessment of the systematic German penetration of Afghanistan on the one
 hand and the latent Russian menace to Afghanistan and India on the other.
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 The GOI, for reasons of its own, at first underrated the Soviet threat. The
 Afghan government was not convinced by British arguments during secret talks
 with their delegation in Kabul in November 1938. As Muhammad Hashim
 Khan, the Afghan prime minister, told Sir Aubrey Metcalfe, the foreign secretary
 to the GOI: "Who, ten years ago, would have looked on Italy as a menace to the
 integrity of Abyssinia? And yet see what has happened!"9 The following summer
 when the Afghans learned that the British government was engaged in secret
 negotiations with Moscow, they feared that the Russians might be given a free
 hand in Asia in exchange for cooperation with Britain against Germany. The
 Russian menace loomed large on their northern border which was the least
 suitable for an effective military defense. Without external assistance they stood
 no chance against a Russian attack. Hashim Khan wanted to obtain a guarantee
 similar to that which Poland received from the British government, but London
 was still reluctant to give it. On the other hand, fear of Russia helped to
 consolidate the country around the unpopular Yahya Khel ruling clan. Another
 very important factor that greatly helped to keep the existing government in
 power was the fact that the continued tribal unrest in Waziristan did not spill
 over to the Afghan side of the border, which remained relatively peaceful from
 1939 onward.

 Then came the news of the Nazi-Soviet Pact, signed on August 23, 1939,
 which exploded like a bombshell. The Afghan government began to vacillate
 even more between two extremes: On the one hand they were impelled by panic
 to get some concrete military assistance from British India in the form of air
 forces or even troops against the anticipated Soviet invasion, and on the other
 they lapsed into abrupt silence whenever they sensed that the ever suspicious
 Russians might have learned about their secret approaches to the British. The
 British declaration of war on Germany after the latter attacked Poland was
 received in Kabul with no more anxiety than the subsequent Soviet invasion of
 eastern Poland. On September 6, 1939, King Zahir Shah proclaimed his country
 neutral. Then came the Russian attack on Finland-certainly a very instructive
 analogy for the Afghan case.

 Shortly before the surrender of Finland the Chiefs of Staff (COS) in London
 presented the War Cabinet with their assessment of "The Military Implications
 of Hostilities with Russia in 1940," in which they stated that "Germany and the
 Soviet Union have for the moment common interests in achieving the disruption
 of the British Empire."'? The COS were convinced that Germany could offer
 Russia such military aid as she would be willing to accept, first in the form of
 military missions followed by Luftwaffe squadrons, and finally by complete
 German army formations to operate with the Red Army. "Once hostilities
 between the Allies and Russia had begun," the COS continued, "it is unlikely
 that the Soviet Government would lose any time in taking action against India
 and Afghanistan, as it would be clearly in the Russian and German interest to
 create in India and on her frontiers the maximum diversion of Allied strength."

 The German High Command (OKW) and the Foreign Office in Berlin were
 thinking roughly along the same lines: How to achieve the disintegration of the
 British Empire by encouraging a simultaneous Soviet advance into the Middle
 East and toward the Persian Gulf. They rightly assumed that it would be in the
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 East and toward the Persian Gulf. They rightly assumed that it would be in the
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 general interest of the Soviets to counter the expected Anglo-French military
 concentration in Syria and Iraq, whence preventive air strikes could be carried
 out against the principal Russian oil complex at Baku, which was then also the
 chief source of German fuel. On January 1, 1940 General von Brauchitsch,
 Commander in Chief of the German ground forces, suggested that it would be in
 the German interest to divert Russian expansion away from the Bosphorus and
 the Balkans and toward Afghanistan and India. A week later General Jodl, on
 behalf of the OKW Operations Staff, prepared a memorandum for a concerted
 Russo-German action in the Middle East. But the Germans were somewhat

 skeptical about the capacity of the Red Army to carry out a military campaign
 against India, although they saw the point of it in that it would require relatively
 little effort to stir up the Frontier tribes to create so serious a trouble spot for the
 British that their troops would be prevented from departing to Europe.11

 Even before the OKW discussed in detail the joint Nazi-Soviet strategy against
 the British Empire in the Middle East and Asia, a truly adventurous plan had
 been hatched in Berlin immediately after the British declaration of war on
 Germany: the Amanullah Plan, a joint venture of the Wilhelmstrasse and of the
 Abwehr, that required full Soviet cooperation without which the restoration of
 the former king would have been inconceivable. This scheme was to be coupled
 with a political coup inside Afghanistan to remove the allegedly pro-British
 Government in Kabul. Had the Germans been united in regard to this Plan-we
 now know it was sabotaged by Rosenberg who prevailed upon Hitler to cancel it
 by the end of December 1939-and had the Soviets not been hesitant to back it
 up, it is difficult to see what the British could have done to prevent it, especially
 if the Russo-German incursion into northern Afghanistan had been coupled with
 an internal coup and a rebellion of the Frontier tribes in the name of
 Amanullah.12

 The underlying question for understanding the Afghan position vis-a-vis the
 great powers during this early stage of the European war could thus be
 formulated as follows: Could the British government go so far as to guarantee
 Afghanistan's territorial integrity, thereby committing itself in advance-as in
 the Polish case-to restore Afghanistan to its present boundaries in the event of
 a Soviet invasion, if it was plain to everybody that northern Afghanistan was
 indefensible? Would such a British commitment involve a preventive or retalia-
 tory military action against Soviet Russia to paralyze its oil fields and lines of
 communications? Had the British come forward with their offer of military
 assistance earlier, and had the fear of an imminent Soviet invasion not dominated
 the minds of the Afghan government so much, their country might have joined
 as the furthermost eastern link in the chain of advanced British defenses against
 the three aggressor states of Europe: Nazi Germany, Fascist Italy, and Soviet
 Russia.

 STAGE TWO: FROM THE FALL OF FRANCE TO BARBAROSSA (MID-1940 TO
 MID-1941)

 Since the outbreak of the war in Europe the following four essential factors
 governed the external policy of Afghanistan:
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 1. Maintenance of strict neutrality during the war.
 2. Fear of Russian aggression.
 3. Desire to pursue the policy of "friendship" with Britain.
 4. Wish to continue commercial relations with Germany.

 The effort to pursue, and at the same time to reconcile, these widely divergent
 policies in the midst of a world distracted by war, wrote the British minister in
 Kabul, "has taxed the ingenuity and statesmanship of the Afghan Government to
 the utmost, and by the end of the year 1940 the intricacies of the Afghan attitude
 towards external affairs were sufficient to baffle even those with long experience
 of Afghan politics and mentality."'3

 A change was brought about by the lightning fall of France, the second
 colonial power, which was received in Afghanistan with amazement. The Afghans
 could not understand why one European country after another was falling like a
 ninepin before the German advance. By the end of June they were forced to
 realize that the war had reached their very doorstep. At that moment, too,
 German propaganda was quick to rejoice at the collapse of the first Western
 alliance which left Britain alone and paralyzed. The revival of German interest in
 Afghanistan, manifested by the arrival of numerous German experts led by Karl
 Schnell, one of the chief road experts from the OT, could only mean that the
 Germans were determined to maintain, and if possible to strengthen, their
 position in Afghanistan with a view to some future political and military
 adventure. The increase in German propaganda showed itself in the influx of
 leaflets and war films, demonstrating clearly "the dire fate that awaited small
 nations who ventured to defend their country against the military might of the
 Third Reich."14

 Seen from the clouded Kabul observatory the prospects looked grim. The
 government was trying to figure out what was happening in Europe: Would
 Britain succeed in forestalling the inexorable German drive? In what direction
 was it going anyway? Toward an invasion of the British Isles? Drang nach
 Osten? If so, which way, by the northern or the southern route? Was Germany
 about to attack Russia after all, or planning to expand in the direction of the
 Mediterranean and further to the Middle East? For the moment the Soviet

 menace receded into the background and was replaced by the much more
 immediate German threat. It was hoped, nevertheless, that Russia would be
 dragged more into the European conflict in the Baltics and the Balkans, and
 leave Asia unmolested for a while. One had to realize that the potential
 bargaining strength of Russia as a great power had been steadily declining since
 the astonishing German victory over France. Russia appeared to be the unofficial
 junior partner of Germany. This fading Russian threat made the Afghans ready
 to sign the new bilateral agreement with the Soviet Union in the last week of
 July 1940.'5

 For the moment, the traditional enmity toward Britain was forgotten. For the
 first time since the outbreak of the war the Afghan government was forced to
 envisage the strong possibility that the British Empire, hitherto its ultimate
 support in times of internal crises and external threats, might be mortally
 wounded by the relentless German thrust and disintegrate. What would be the
 future of the Indian Raj and that of Afghanistan as a buffer state? The issue at
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 that particular moment, however, was between Germany and Britain. In June
 1940, after a few days of hesitation and wavering, the Afghan Cabinet, which
 comprised at least three overtly pro-German members, had nevertheless decided
 to stick to its policy of "friendship" with Britain. This also implied the preserva-
 tion of internal stability and peace on the Frontier. It was apparent that the
 counsel of the pro-British faction led by Prime Minister Hashim Khan prevailed.
 The British minister in Kabul, Fraser-Tytler, sighed with relief. He shrewdly
 assumed that the Afghans had reached the realistic conclusion that if the British
 Empire fell, Afghanistan would follow, and that, "though the ship looked like
 sinking, it was better to stay on board on the chance that it might remain afloat
 rather than plunge headlong into the treacherous sea of Nazi promises."'6

 This was, of course, wishful thinking on Fraser-Tytler's part, since the
 temptation to jump on the Axis bandwagon was always quite strong for a weak
 and ill-informed government, which enjoyed playing opportunistic games with
 several partners at the same time. It was a public "secret" that had the Afghan
 government openly supported Germany and stirred up troubles on the Frontier,
 they would have been rewarded by the Axis with a large slice of northwestern
 India including the port of Karachi. The German minister in Kabul, Hans Pilger,
 was reported to have announced with absolute confidence that by the middle of
 August 1940, Hitler would be in London.'7

 By the end of September, however, as the much advertised German invasion
 of England failed to materialize, the Kabul government concluded that the war
 in Europe had reached a stalemate. This, nevertheless, did not preclude other
 idiosyncratic activities conducted in Europe on behalf of Afghanistan, not
 always with the knowledge of the Kabul authorities. These included various
 approaches by the Afghan minister in Berlin, Shah Nawaz Khan, secret talks by
 the well-known high-society Muslim playboy, the Aga Khan, usually considered
 one of the most reliable pillars of the British Empire, and, most importantly, by
 Abdul Majid Khan, the Afghan Minister of National Economy, who arrived in
 Berlin in February 1941, ostensibly to undergo an operation and to buy German
 arms. The latter demonstrated an astonishing vacillation in his political activities
 in Berlin during the first half of 1941. At the beginning of April, when the
 position of the pro-Axis government of Iraq appeared strong, Abdul Majid
 advocated the idea of an "extended Berlin-Baghdad-Kabul Axis," thus hoping to
 win Germany's support for all Saadabad Pact signatories (Afghanistan, Iran,
 Iraq and Turkey). But as soon as it became clear that the pro-Axis forces in Iraq
 and Syria had no chance of survival, Abdul Majid quickly retreated, arguing
 that the German "New Order" had very little to offer to the peoples of the
 Orient. 8

 The presence of Abdul Majid Khan in Berlin also coincided with the secret
 arrival in Kabul of the leading Indian revolutionary, Subhas Chandra Bose. The
 former president of the Indian National Congress had staged a spectacular
 escape from his confinement in Calcutta, and wanted, with the help of Indian
 Communists, to reach Moscow via Afghanistan. There is, however, no indication
 that the Afghans were involved in Bose's escape. Bose himself would have
 preferred to make Moscow his sanctuary for his grand design to overthrow the
 British Raj in India. He was not allowed by the Soviets to stay there, and had no
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 choice but to go to Berlin.'9 On February 17, while Bose was still hiding in
 Kabul, Hitler gave an extravagant order to the OKW Operations Staff: to
 prepare a study for an advance from Afghanistan to India, to be carried out after
 the victorious blitzkrieg against Russia as part of the so-called post-Barbarossa
 phase of conquest.20

 Although the Afghans were finding it increasingly difficult to balance the
 British and Russian factors while trying to make the best use of the German
 presence in economic terms, they still managed to preserve their neutral status
 and to keep out of the war by hook or by crook. For instance, the Afghan
 government refused to reply to credit proposals which had been advanced to
 them in November 1940 by both the British and Indian governments; they also
 refused the offer of English and Indian teachers.21 British weakness was made all
 too apparent when in March 1941 their minister in Kabul again protested against
 the growing German presence in the country, when these very Germans, apart
 from the fact that they might have become the world conquerors of tomorrow,
 had given the Afghans so much assistance in their precious schemes of industrial
 development. What had the British done to help Afghanistan anyway? All their
 proposals usually had some intolerable and humiliating conditions attached.
 Hashim Khan, boiling with rage, showered Fraser-Tytler with colorfully in-
 dignant phrases lasting upward of an hour: Ever since the war began, the Afghan
 government had done everything that could possibly be done to ensure the
 neutrality of the country and peace on the Frontier. In all these circumstances
 what more could the British government expect?

 When Hashim Khan finally cooled down, Fraser-Tytler at last succeeded in
 extracting from him two important statements: First, there was to be no increase
 in the Axis presence, although the Afghans refused to break contracts into which
 they had already entered; second, Hashim Khan was prepared to give an
 absolute guarantee to His Majesty's government that "provided Afghanistan was
 not invaded by armed forces, his country would not, while he was alive, be a
 cause of embarrassment to the British Empire during the course of war."22 This
 promise was of course given only verbally since the Afghan government could
 never bring this kind of an agreement before the public. The consequence was
 that the British minister at Kabul had to become the guarantor of the promise as
 much as the prime minister himself. The GOI was not impressed and did not
 cease criticizing poor Fraser-Tytler until it achieved his replacement a few
 months later. Fraser-Tytler had to spend much time praising Hashim Khan's
 integrity, describing him as "the straightest Oriental he had ever met," and one
 with a remarkably accurate knowledge of what was happening in his country,
 "far more accurate than the painstaking endeavours of the various bureaux of
 information from across the border or even my own intelligence service here,
 good though it is." He knew how to assess Hashim Khan's strong autocratic
 personality, instinctively disliking anything in the nature of dictation of policy
 and recoiling at once from any suggestion that he should do something because
 the British wanted him to do so.23 His dispatch from the end of May 1941 gives a
 good summary of the Afghan attitude as seen through the eyes of an experienced
 observer:
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 They are a remote, selfish and self-centred people, largely absorbed in their own affairs
 and intensely suspicious of foreign interference. They will listen to German propaganda
 and be suitably impressed by tales of German invincibility, they will take German money
 if they can get it and in some cases act as German agents, but they will not rise against
 their own Government or attempt to upset the existing order at German bidding. With
 the possible exception of a very few who have been in Germany, they are not pro-German
 in their hearts, any more than they are pro-British or indeed pro-anything. The Prime
 Minister is convinced that he knows his people and that he can hold his country against
 disruptive influence up to the point of armed invasion.24

 The fragile Afghan concept of neutrality made the word "friendship," as used
 for their relationship with the British, rather questionable. They could not afford
 to show a too conspicuous "friendship"-even if it was mostly a matter of
 words-with any of the belligerents. In particular, there could be no overt
 "friendship" with Britain lest Russia, still in concert with Germany, bear down
 upon their Oxus frontier and deprive Afghanistan of its fairest provinces. With
 Russia especially the Afghans pursued a policy of extreme correctness in the
 hope that Soviet preoccupations in the West might incline them to forget about
 Afghanistan.

 STAGE THREE: FROM MID-1941 TO THE END OF THE YEAR

 The German invasion of the Soviet Union had one most immediate effect on

 Afghanistan: it ceased to exercise its function as a buffer state between the
 Russian and British spheres of interest in Asia. This was no light matter for an
 Afghan ruling class trained in the traditional statecraft of playing one foreign
 power against another. The basic principle with which they had regulated their
 limited external relations for so long thus disappeared overnight. Where was any
 adequate substitute now to be sought?

 At the very beginning there was a certain compensation-the fear of an
 immediate Russian invasion was removed. While the disintegration of the
 godless Soviet state, so the Afghans speculated, could be only a matter of time,
 the course of policy to be pursued was surely that of maintaining good relations
 with the British, whose economic assistance they desperately needed since Indian
 ports were the only way to the outside market. At the same time the Afghans
 continued to bank on the future victory of the Germans, even if they still seemed
 to be far away. Since they were bound to defeat the Russians eventually, who
 was going to stop them and where?

 The British minister in Kabul reported that the attitude of the prime minister
 appeared to be governed by the hope that Germany and Russia would weaken
 each other sufficiently to prevent the further spread of war to the Middle East.
 In a sense he was right. On the other hand, his German colleague boasted that he
 had received assurances that Afghan sympathies were definitely with Germany,
 but that owing to the new Anglo-Russian partnership Afghanistan had become
 militarily powerless and could do nothing but await the arrival of German
 panzer divisions. In a sense he was also right. Indeed, the Afghan army appeared
 to be in a state of paralysis. Pilger reported that the war minister had held a
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 conference with senior officers who were asked whether the moment was

 opportune to open hostilities against British India. Only the air force commander
 and Prince Daud were said to be in favor of attacking; the rest suggested
 waiting.25

 This short period of six months is underscored by Axis intrigues in Afghanistan
 which reached their zenith at this time. Three major crises resulted directly from
 them:

 1. The first was connected with the Hentig affair. Barely one week after the
 invasion of the Soviet Union, Ribbentrop instructed his best Oriental expert in
 the Wilhelmstrasse, Werner Otto von Hentig, to replace Pilger as head of the
 German mission in Kabul. Hentig had not only been one of the two leaders of
 the adventurous German expedition to Afghanistan during World War I, he was
 also the prime mover behind the Amanullah Plan in 1939. According to his
 instructions, he was actively to support from Kabul "the national independence
 movements in Iran and Afghanistan, particularly so far as these are connected
 and co-operate with one another." Furthermore, Hentig was to establish direct
 contact with the Frontier tribes and their leaders, such as the Faqir of Ipi, who
 was already in receipt of Axis money.26 Hentig's appointment, however, was
 successfully thwarted by a sharp British protest, which received the full backing
 of the Soviets. This was the first case of joint Anglo-Soviet diplomatic co-
 operation in Afghanistan. The angry Fraser-Tytler told the Afghan foreign
 minister that by accepting Hentig's appointment he could not imagine anything
 more damaging and calculated to disturb Anglo-Afghan relations, "short of
 flying the swastika on the Palace of Kabul."27

 2. The second crisis was the Logar Valley incident, which occurred in the
 middle of the Hentig affair on July 19. Two Abwehr agents, one being a leprosy
 expert and the other a lepidopterist, in the company of about a dozen tribesmen,
 were surrounded in the middle of the night by an Afghan patrol south of Kabul.
 They were carrying ammunition and money for the Faqir of Ipi. In the ensuing
 exchange of fire one German (Oberdorffer) was killed and the other (Brandt)
 wounded. The entire operation was so clumsily organized that it highlighted yet
 again how totally unprepared German Intelligence was to conduct even small-
 scale undertakings in Afghanistan, let alone a major action among the Frontier
 tribes. In fact during the entire period of the war the Germans never succeeded in
 reaching the Frontier tribes. The only Axis agent who was able to contact the
 elusive Faqir of Ipi in his mountainous hideout was a member of the Italian
 Legation in Kabul.28

 3. The third major action, perhaps the most important event affecting Afghan
 relations with the great powers, was the expulsion of Axis nationals. Although the
 demand for the expulsion of German nationals from Iran and Afghanistan
 appeared on the British agenda immediately after Hitler's attack on Russia,
 Whitehall was rather slow in pressing for it. The reason must be seen in the
 British reluctance to call upon the cooperation of her new Soviet ally, particularly
 in that area where Russia had been always regarded as enemy number one. It
 was, above all, the GOI with their military advisers who, for the momment,
 feared Axis intrigues more than the potential Russian threat. They advocated
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 strong action vis-a-vis the two Central Asian troublemakers, Iran and Af-
 ghanistan, whose neutrality was becoming increasingly uncertain with each day
 of the German advance toward the Caucasus. New Delhi saw the entire region
 stretching from Syria to Sinkiang as one zone of operations of which India was
 the natural pivot. Iran became the key point in this front since it offered such
 attractive prizes to the Axis as oilfields, and the approaches to the Persian Gulf
 and India where the British position was alarmingly weak. Iran also served as an
 asylum for fugitive Arabs from Iraq and had great strategic significance as a
 future transit point for lend-lease supplies to the Soviet Union. In the event of a
 successful combined German thrust across the Caucasus and Egypt, the whole of
 the Middle East, the Persian Gulf included, might fall under their control,
 thereby paving the way for an attack on India. As for the role of German agents
 in both Iran and Afghanistan, their significance was highly exaggerated by the
 Allies for the purposes of propaganda and for finding an easy justification for
 the planned occupation of these two countries. Already on August 1, the GOI
 introduced what they called euphemistically "mild economic sanctions" in
 response to the Afghan acceptance of Hentig. They cut oil supplies to Af-
 ghanistan by 25 percent and embargoed the dispatch of several hundred Ameri-

 29
 can trucks-the most vital single economic item in the life of the country.

 Meanwhile, the effects of the Allied occupation of Iran descended upon
 Afghanistan. The subsequent deposition of Reza Shah came as a severe shock to
 the Afghan royal family; tribal leaders were sounded whether they would back
 the Yahya Khel in the event of an Anglo-Soviet invasion.30 Exploiting the
 depressed mood in Afghanistan, the secretary of state for India emphasized on
 September 6 that the moment was right for the internment of Axis nationals in
 Afghanistan and the removal of the German and Italian missions from Kabul
 without delay.31 Yet the Afghans still refused to give in. Two days later, when the
 new British minister to Kabul, Sir Francis Wylie, was received by the prime
 minister, the former had to listen to the following: The British should let the
 Afghans handle the Axis nationals in their own way. As for the general situation,
 Hashim Khan told Wylie without much ado: If the Russians are beaten in the
 next few days, the British should make peace with the Germans since their forces
 were entirely inadequate to defeat Germany. When Wylie replied that the British
 would never sign a peace treaty with Hitler, Hashim Khan retorted that should
 the Germans reach the Afghan border at any time in the near future, "the
 Afghans would join the Germans and facilitate their passage to India."32

 But by September 1941 the British already held several trump cards against
 the Afghans: They were sure of Russian assistance, which had never before
 occurred in history, and which proved so effective in Iran. Furthermore, the
 Germans were heavily discredited in Afghanistan because of their clumsy exploits
 in subversion (the Logar incident) and badly timed diplomacy of aggression
 (Hentig affair). Last but not least, the British held an economic stranglehold over
 Afghanistan in that they not only controlled its trade with the outside world but
 at the same time were the only carrier of vital supplies to Afghanistan.

 The question that still remains to be answered is: Why was Afghanistan not
 occupied by the Anglo-Soviet troops like Iran? The answer must be sought in the
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 quick change in attitude of the GOI. They had suddenly lost their aggressive
 touch. They were at pains to demonstrate to the authorities in London that
 Afghanistan was not like Iran, and that an armed conflict with Afghanistan
 would result in a twofold disaster: a Soviet annexation of the northern provinces
 and the end of Afghanistan as a buffer state against Russia. This attitude shows
 that in spite of the new Anglo-Soviet alliance, which effectively abolished
 Afghanistan's role as a buffer state, some residual characteristics of this function
 prevailed in the minds of the GOI. Had an invasion of Afghanistan occurred in
 the fall of 1941, the heaviest brunt of fighting would have been borne by the
 invading Indo-British troops, whereas the Red Army would have marched into
 northern Afghanistan as far as the Hindu Kush range without much opposition.
 It was, therefore, not surprising that the GOI indicated that they would prefer to
 run the risk of leaving the Germans in the Afghan pocket for the rest of the war
 rather than to face a Soviet occupation of Afghan territory. In contrast to Iran
 the British had no stakes in Afghanistan such as oilfields or the transterritorial
 railway, nor was there any need to secure cover for their flank. In Afghanistan
 the defense rested on armed tribesmen and difficult geography, and not on a
 demoralized army as in Iran. Moreover, the Indian Army could not afford to be
 tied up on and beyond the NWF; as the Military Intelligence people in London
 expressed it: ". . . we surely would be singularly stupid to start yet another
 campaign so near India."33 Finally, armed conflict with Afghanistan would have
 had its inevitable repercussions on the behavior of India's Sunni Muslims and all
 over the Middle East.34

 In the end a solution was found in having all the nondiplomatic German and
 Italian nationals expelled from Afghanistan under the British guarantee of safe
 conduct to a neutral country. At the beginning of October 1941, the British and
 Soviet governments presented their demarches in Kabul, and by the end of the
 month, 209 Axis nationals left Kabul for Peshawar. The German and Italian
 Legations, however, were to remain in Kabul until the end of the war, though
 with considerably reduced personnel. The British prevailed upon the Russians as
 they felt that it was wiser "to let sleeping dogs lie"35 and not to insist on their
 removal for the time being.

 As far as the Afghans were concerned, despite the fact that they had to
 swallow the insult of being forced to hand over Axis nationals, which went
 against the Pathan code of hospitality, they had, nevertheless, a kind of sweet
 revenge in the end. This happened in early November when the Loe Jirga was
 specially summoned by the prime minister to Kabul for the first time since 1930
 to give approval to the expulsion of Axis nationals which was regarded as a
 major blow to Afghan sovereignty. It was brilliantly stage managed by Hashim
 Khan, who not only succeeded in saving face against any possible criticism
 but also received overall approval of his policy through this unusual demon-
 stration of national solidarity with the Yahya Khel dynasty. Instead of weaken-
 ing his position, as the British willy-nilly had to admit, Hashim Khan strength-
 ened it. The Loe Jirga passed a resolution which boldly stated that Afghanistan
 would not tolerate the occupation of any part of its territory by another
 power, would under no circumstances allow other states to use its air and land
 routes, would not enter into any treaty which might prejudice its neutrality, and
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 would preserve its right to maintain and establish diplomatic relations with any
 country it chose.36

 STAGE FOUR: 1942-THE DECISIVE YEAR

 Two factors determined the policy of the Afghan government in 1942: Who
 was going to win the war and what did the British intend to do with India? Since
 the answer to both was uncertain, so was the Afghan attitude.

 Despite the expulsion of German and Italian nationals from Afghanistan, Axis
 intrigues continued. But the few Abwehr agents left behind under the cover of
 diplomatic immunity had even less chance of establishing contact with the tribes,
 even though German money continued to flow to the Faqir of Ipi. This
 legendary guerrilla leader, however, showed no intention of wanting to deliver
 the goods in the shape of tribal uprisings on the Frontier which, according to
 Axis plans, were to be the prelude to a general revolt in India.37 The Axis
 Legations maintained contact with Bose's supporters in India through the
 services of an extraordinary agent: Bhagat Ram Talwar, alias Rahmat Khan.
 What the Axis did not know until about late 1943 was that "RK," this highly
 efficient agent of World War II, had been working from the very beginning for
 the Soviets, and from November 1942 for British (Indian) Intelligence as well.38

 Meanwhile, far-reaching political concessions to be offered to India were
 discussed in London in order to secure its loyalty in the face of the approaching
 Japanese attack. The War Cabinet Declaration on India, as announced on the
 eve of the Cripps Mission, was bound to cause "misgivings of the most profound
 sort" in Afghanistan.39 The Afghan government was facing an obvious dilemma:
 A British defeat in Asia would very probably lead to a "Hindu or Japanese
 Empire in India," but on the other hand, a German victory over Russia would
 remove the traditional threat from Afghanistan's northern border, perhaps for
 many years to come. Hence the unavoidable confusion: Was the defeat of Russia
 more attractive to the Afghans than a British victory which would very probably
 mean granting India virtual independence after the war? Would it mean the end
 of the old balance between Britain and Russia in Asia, upon which the integrity
 of Afghanistan depended in the last resort?

 "It is a choice between two evils," agreed Wylie, "with the balance hardly
 inclining to the side of the Allies."40 It was felt in Kabul that a "Free India"
 under Japanese influence would in fact mean a Hindu India with the Muslims in
 a subordinate position. But even the possibility of India being granted Dominion
 status or complete independence by the British earlier than expected was seen
 with deep anxiety in Kabul.41 It was not difficult to guess why, since British
 withdrawal from the subcontinent would change the whole previous balance of
 power in Central Asia to the detriment of the present ruling class in Afghanistan,
 and would most probably mean the end of the Yahya Khel. Even if the Allies
 were victorious in the end, Afghanistan would be at the mercy of Russia, since
 an indigenous Indian government could never become an effective counterbalance
 to the inevitable Russian designs on the integrity of Afghanistan.

 Meanwhile the Germans were getting ready for their last attempt to reach the
 Middle East, according to the most favorable scenario, by a gigantic pincer
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 operation sweeping through southern Russia and across the Caucasus, while
 closing the other arm in the direction of Suez and across the Red Sea. This was
 begun after the Anglo-Americans had suffered heavy defeats from the Japanese
 in the Far East and Southeast Asia. The Afghans were deeply impressed by the
 spectacular Japanese victories, culminating in the fall of Singapore on February
 15, 1942, and Rommel's quick seizure of Tobruk on June 20, 1942. With the
 beginning of the monsoon season in Southeast Asia, however, it was realized
 that the Japanese were unlikely to come up with any major operation against
 India. As for the activities of Japanese diplomats inside Afghanistan, they were
 conducted in their proverbial maladroit fashion, like the attempt to recruit
 agents among emigres from Soviet Central Asia. On the official level the Afghan
 government refused to be involved in any discussions on the theme of the
 Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere. Although the diplomats from the three
 Axis legations in Kabul used to meet on a regular basis, the Germans and
 Italians at first refused to pass any confidential information on India to their
 Japanese colleagues.42

 As the Axis pincers were closing upon the Middle East the Afghans became
 more and more explicit in their overtures to the Germans and Italians. In a series
 of secret approaches, led particularly by Prince Muhammad Naim Khan, the
 deputy prime minister and at the same time Hashim Khan's nephew, the Afghan
 offer was taking a more specific shape. But there were three important conditions
 attached to it: The Afghans indicated that they were ready to fight on the
 side of the Axis, but only after the termination of the German campaign in the
 Caucasus and in the Middle East, and only if the Axis powers were prepared to
 carry on the campaign into India. Second, the Afghan offer was based on the
 understanding that the Axis powers did not intend to subjugate fellow Muslims,
 but on the contrary to liberate them. Finally, because of the permanent threat of
 being invaded by the British and Russians, the Afghans insisted that it was
 imperative for them to behave with utmost caution until the very moment when
 Axis troops were close enough and ready to render assistance.43 Berlin and
 Rome, however, instructed their missions in Kabul to avoid any commitment
 and to proceed with extreme caution since the entire Afghan approach could
 have been masterminded by the British.44

 Although the British did not directly instigate the Afghans to make overtures
 to the Axis, they learned about them almost immediately through their own
 informants inside the Kabul government.45 The question is: Why did they not act
 more resolutely since their predicament in Afghanistan strongly resembled the
 crisis of the previous year when a military invasion of the country had been
 seriously considered? The answer is simple: In 1942 neither the Soviets nor the
 British could spare extra troops for the occupation of Afghanistan. The latter
 were facing a major rebellion in India in the form of the Congress-inspired "Quit
 India" Movement. In addition, there was still the possibility of a Japanese move
 against India despite the monsoon.

 On the eve of the "Quit India" resolution, Wylie had a remarkable three-hour-
 long interview with the prime minister ("the most satisfactory interview I ever
 had with him," he wrote in his dispatch). The question remains whether Hashim
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 Khan felt the same way about his partner, for he put to Wylie three absolutely
 fundamental questions which the latter could not answer properly: Why don't
 you open a second front? Why do you always take so long to do something
 effective? Why don't you settle the Indian question? Even with the benefit of
 hindsight, one could hardly think of any other three questions which would
 convey the same sense of urgency about the basic shortcomings of British
 strategy during that period. Hashim Khan had presumably made up his mind
 that Russia was finished and he saw the war coming at a terrific pace upon his
 country, which had nothing to do with foolish European rivalries. But at the
 same time, he was deeply apprehensive about India facing two threats simul-
 taneously: the Congress rebellion and the Japanese attack. There was no
 beating about the bush. Hashim Khan was remarkably straightforward since it
 was plain to him and to Wylie that Afghanistan's security relied on India's
 integrity. If the British were sound in India he could take whatever was coming
 to him from the West, he told Wylie again; but if India were lost, he would stay
 there alone, too weak to do anything effective. He beseeched Wylie that the
 Viceroy should make one more attempt to reconcile Gandhi with Jinnah. To this
 Wylie retorted that an immmediate settlement between the two was impossible.
 Hashim Khan then wondered why the Americans could not be called in as
 arbitrators. Would his Royal Highness let outsiders arbitrate an internal dispute
 in his own country? Hashim Khan replied that it would depend: if he was
 fighting for his life, he might do it; otherwise of course not.... 46

 This fear of what was going to happen with India once the British left must be
 related to the perennial Russian threat to Afghan sovereignty, which was to
 resurface any time the Red Army recovered from a major defeat. Even if the
 Allies were to win the war, Hashim Khan observed with deep melancholy,
 Russia might become more aggressive and powerful than ever before, while the
 Americans and the British might not have the will to resist, particularly the latter
 in direct consequence of political reforms granted to India.47

 STAGE FIVE: 1943-1945

 Afghan relations with the great powers in the remaining war years were
 without dramatic upheaval for two major reasons:

 The first was the change in the fortunes of war which stopped the Afghans
 from wavering between the Allies and the Axis. But they still continued to
 oppose fiercely the Tripartite Alliance scheme which Wylie wanted to force upon
 them. According to this scheme Afghanistan was to become a member of a joint
 Anglo-Soviet Alliance and to follow the fate of Iran which had been forced to
 sign a similar treaty with disastrous consequences: the Soviet occupation of
 northern Persia, understandably seen by the Afghans to be similar to their
 vulnerable northern provinces.

 In the spring of 1943 the Russians and the British, for the second time since the
 expulsion of Axis nationals, mounted another concerted pressure upon the
 Afghan government in connection with the discovery of a fantastic anti-Soviet
 plot, masterminded by Saiyed Mubashir Tirazi, an official working in the Royal
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 Secretariat in Kabul, who had been in contact with the German legation. The
 Afghan authorities were forced to arrest several dozen Uzbek immigrants
 implicated in the conspiracy, which in itself had hardly any chance to succeed.48

 The second major factor, which had a profound impact on the Afghan attitude
 for the rest of the war, was the maintenance of internal peace in India after the
 suppression of the Congress Rebellion in 1942. This meant that while the Hindu-
 dominated Congress Party had been paralyzed for the rest of the war, the
 Muslim League was allowed to grow and to strengthen its influence. There is no
 reason to assume, however, that the conservative Afghans favored the Partition
 of India and the creation of Pakistan, both of which were the results of later
 developments. On the whole the Afghans were pleased that the British had once
 again gotten their Indian Raj under firm control. They hoped that the British
 would now realize that constitutional advancement must be slowed down since

 India could never stand alone in the world, particularly in matters of defense.
 The Afghan vision of postwar arrangements was directed toward some kind of
 regional grouping which would include the former Saadabad Pact countries plus
 Saudi Arabia and Egypt, all under the protection of the British Empire, and
 against the territorial ambitions of the Soviet Union. The Afghans believed, and
 no doubt many British administrators in India with them, that Afghanistan
 should resume its traditional role as a buffer state-provided, of course, that the
 British stayed in the region as a world power and a superregional arbitrator.
 There is no doubt that Hashim Khan's strong anti-Soviet views, based on his
 firsthand experience as ambassador to Moscow during 1924-1926, played a
 decisive part in this scheme.49 He was even reported to have said that he would
 rather acquiesce in the absorption of his country into British India, which would
 in any case be only temporary, if that would save it from the clutches of Soviet
 Russia.5? How important the person of the prime minister was for this "special"
 Anglo-Afghan relationship, can be seen from the last two annual political
 reviews written by the British minister in Kabul for the war years, both of which
 declare in the opening paragraphs that Hashim Khan's health was the principal
 factor in the country's stability.5'

 As the prospects of Allied victory became certain the Afghans were no longer
 afraid to grant the Anglo-Americans preferential treatment. Economic activities
 with the Allies thus became the main concern in Afghan external relations; there
 was a considerable expansion in trade, cultural exchanges, military training
 schemes, and so forth.52 This policy of friendship did not extend, of course, to
 the Russians, though their policy toward Afghanistan appeared to be fairly
 correct for the rest of the war. Their activities in Iran were not such as to inspire
 much confidence, however. Afghan fears of Soviet intentions were by no means
 allayed by the appointment of a new and forceful ambassador in March 1944,
 Ivan Bakulin, followed by the replacement of all important embassy personnel
 by far less friendly officials.53 In the following year the Soviet embassy was
 believed to number over one hundred persons, who were doing everything they
 could to cultivate friendly relations with the Afghans. The Soviets were ap-
 parently making extensive use of agents of Turkoman extraction, the British
 observed, "for the furtherance of their own particular purposes, which may be
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 presumed to be the fostering of discontent with the present order and the
 preparation of the ground for organized revolution in due course."54

 As for Afghan relations with Germany and Japan, the Kabul government
 carefully resisted British and Soviet pressure to break off diplomatic relations
 with the two remaining Axis powers, and continued to observe their code of
 hospitality even after both great powers had surrendered. The Afghans only
 agreed that three proven Abwehr agents, working under diplomatic cover of the
 German legation, should leave the country under a British guarantee of safe
 conduct; they also agreed to the departure of four Japanese engineers, although
 no incriminating evidence could be found against them.55

 In spite of being relatively long in power the Yahya Khel had not succeeded in
 acquiring the loyalty of their citizens, let alone their affection, although internal
 peace, particularly with the tribes, had on the whole been maintained. But a
 single bad harvest or the failure to ensure the punctual arrival of essential
 supplies from India, as the British minister in Kabul warned, "might cause a
 serious and rapid deterioration in the economic condition leading to tribal unrest
 and widespread disturbances. The end of the war may well see also the end of the
 unusual docility of the border tribes, causing trouble which may spread beyond
 tribal limits. We have still to maintain a careful watch against the unforeseen in
 Afghanistan, but never altogether unexpected.... 56

 UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-MADISON

 NOTES

 AUTHOR'S NOTE: This is an extended version of my paper presented under the same title at the 14th
 MESA Annual Meeting in Washington, D.C., November 7, 1980.
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